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1 Introduction

In Hebrew, the plural suffix for nouns has two allomorphs: [-im] for masculine

nouns and [-ot] for feminine nouns. e oice of affix is completely predictable

for adjectives and loanwords, but native nouns allow exceptions both ways: some

masculine nouns take [-ot], and some feminine nouns take [-im].

e masculine nouns that exceptionally take [-ot] are phonologically clustered. Out

of the 230 ot-takers in a Hebrew lexicon (Bolozky & Beer 2006), 146 nouns, or 63%,

have the vowel [o] in their last syllable. e results in Berent, Pinker & Shimron

(1999, 2002) and in Beer (2009) show that speakers are aware of the trend for

more [-ot] in nouns that end in [o], and project this trend onto novel items. In

other words, speakers’ oice of plural allomorph is not determined entirely by the

stem’s gender or morphologically idiosyncratic properties, but also by the stem’s

phonological shape.

In our analysis of this case of partially phonologically determined allomorph selec-

tion, ot-takers with [o] in them respond to a high-ranking markedness constraint

that requires an unstressed [o] to be licensed by an adjacent stressed [o] (cf.

similar requirement on vowel licensing in Shona, Beman 1997; Hayes & Wilson

2008). Markedness-based accounts of allomorph selection in OT are common in the

literature, starting with Mester (1994) and continuing with Mascaró (1996), Kager

(1996), Anila (1997), and Hargus (1997), among many others. More recent work

includes Paster (2006), Wolf (2008), and Trommer (2008). Since the analysis crucially

relies on the use of markedness constraints, i.e. constraints that assess output forms,

regardless of the posited underlying representation, we set out to empirically test the

adequacy of accounting for lexical trends using markedness constraints.

At issue is whether generalizations are source-oriented or product-oriented (Bybee

& Slobin 1982; Bybee & Moder 1983; Bybee 2001; Albright & Hayes 2003). In the

Hebrew case, one can state the correlation between a stem [o] and [-ot] in a source-

oriented way, i.e. in terms of a relationship between singular and plural forms,

saying that nouns that have [o] in the singular are more likely to take [-ot] in the
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plural. Alternatively, one can state the generalization in a product-oriented way,

i.e. in terms of conditions on the plural forms only, saying that in the plural, noun

stems that have [o] in them are more likely to show up with the suffix [-ot]. In

Optimalityeory, generalizations that are stated in terms of markedness constraints

are product-oriented, since markedness constraints only assess outputs, or products

of derivations. In contrast, rule-based theories express generalizations in terms of

mappings between inputs and outputs, i.e. generalizations depend on the input to

the derivation, so they are source-oriented.

e source-oriented and product-oriented generalizations are almost exactly equiv-

alent when stated over the aested lexicon of Hebrew, since ea and every noun

that has an [o] in the final syllable of its plural stem also has an [o] in the singular,¹

and with the exception of five nouns,² every noun that has an [o] in its final syllable

in the singular also has an [o] in the final syllable of the plural stem.

We propose that evidence in favor of product-oriented knowledge of lexical trends

can be adduced by the behavior of Hebrew speakers in an artificial language seing.

We present su an experiment, where speakers were taught a language that is just

like Hebrew, but with two additional vowel-ange rules that caused [o]’s to be

present only in the singular stem or only in the plural stem, but not in both. Speakers

preferred to associate the selection of [-ot] with nouns that have [o] in the plural

stem rather than in the singular stem, showing that they were using surface-based,

or product-oriented methods for selecting the plural allomorph.

While the experimental results are in principle compatible with a range of imaginable

product-oriented interpretations, we offer our Optimality eoretic analysis not

simply for the sake of concreteness, but because it offers the best account of the

results. Furthermore, our grammar-based analysis affords a clear understanding of

the three-way relationship between real Hebrew, the artificial language experiment,

and the known facts about vowel licensing cross-linguistically.

¹For nouns with the vowel paern [o-e] in the singular, vowel deletion makes the [o] stem-final

in the plural, e.g. ʃomér ∼ ʃomr-ím ‘guard, keeper’.
²ree nouns ange the singular [o] to [u] (xók ∼ xukím ‘law’, tóf ∼ tupím ‘drum’ and dóv ∼

dubím ‘bear’), and two nouns ange the singular [o] to [a] (róʃ ∼ raʃím ‘head’, jóm ∼ jamím ‘day’).
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is paper is organized as follows: §2 presents the distribution of the plural

allomorphs in the lexicon, and summarizes previous work on the productivity of

this distribution. §3 offers an analysis of the lexical trends in terms of markedness

constraints. Support for this analysis is presented in §4, with results of an artificial

language experiment that shows speakers’ preference for product-oriented general-

izations. e results are discussed and analyzed in §5, and §6 concludes.

2 A natural lexical trend in Hebrew

Hebrew has two plural markers: [-im] and [-ot]. When nouns that refer to animates

have both an im-plural and an ot-plural, they invariably correspond to natural

gender, as in the word for horse/mare in (1).³ At the phrase level, gender agreement

on adjectives and verbs is also invariably regular.

(1) a. sus-ím
horse-

ktan-ím
lile-

raʦ-ím
run- ‘lile horses are running’

b. sus-ót
mare-

ktan-ót
lile-

raʦ-ót
run- ‘lile mares are running’

At the word level, native nouns can take a mismating suffix: (2a) shows that the

masculine noun xalón ‘window’ exceptionally takes [-ot] at the word level, but the

accompanying adjective and verb take [-im], revealing the true gender of the noun

(Aronoff 1994). e opposite is seen with the feminine noun nemalá ‘ant’ in (2b).

(2) a. xalon-ót
window-

ɡdol-ím
big-

niax-ím
opening- ‘big windows are opening’

³When nouns that refer to animates only have one plural form, the plural affix does not necessarily

conform to natural gender. For example, the native noun ʃulij-á ∼ ʃulij-ót ‘apprentice’ can apply to

either males or females. e word for ‘baby’ has gender marking in the singular (masculine tinók vs.
feminine tinók-et), but the plural is tinok-ót for male or female babies. Unsurprisingly, ildren oen

use the form tinok-ím to refer to male babies.
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b. nemal-ím
ant-

ktan-ót
small-

nixnas-ót
entering- ‘small ants are coming in’

In the loanword phonology, the plural suffix selection is completely regular even at

the word level: If the right edge of the singular noun is recognizable as a feminine

suffix, as in fukáʧ-a, [-ot] is selected (3a), otherwise it’s [-im], as in blóɡ-im (3b).

is even applies to nouns that refer to male humans, like koléɡa (3c). Loanwords

that refer to female humans but don’t have a plausible feminine suffix on them, like

madám, mostly resist pluralization (3d).⁴

(3) a. fukáʧ-a * fukáʧ-im fukáʧ-ot ‘focaccia’

b. blóɡ blóɡ-im * blóɡ-ot ‘blog’

c. koléɡ-a * koléɡ-im koléɡ-ot ‘(male) colleague’

d. madám ? madám-im * madám-ot ‘madam (in a brothel)’

A final factor that affects the distribution of the plural allomorphs is phonological.

Masculine native nouns show a clustering of the ot-takers: about two-thirds of the
masculine nouns that exceptionally take [-ot] have [o] in their final syllable (Glinert

1989; p. 454, Aronoff 1994; p. 76), and about a third of the nouns that have [o] in

their final syllable take [-ot] (see 8-9 below). is preference for [-ot] in masculine

nouns that end in [o] applies productively to novel nouns, as seen in Berent, Pinker

& Shimron (1999, 2002) and in Beer (2009). e feminine im-takers don’t seem to

paern phonologically in any noticeable way, and will not be discussed further.

To summarize so far, there are three factors that determine plural allomorph selection

without exception:

(4) a. Natural gender: Whenever a noun stem has an im-plural and an ot-plural,
the im-plural refers to males and the ot-plural refers to females.

⁴Some speakers offermadám-ij-ot as the plural ofmadám, i.e. they add the feminine suffix [-it] to

the root to make a more plausible singular feminine stem for the plural [-ot] to aa to. e ange

of [-it] to [-ij] before [-ot] is regular in the language (Bat-El 2008).
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b. Morpho-syntactic gender: Adjectives and verbs take [-im] with masculine

nouns and [-ot] with feminine nouns. Essentially, adjectives and verbs

reveal the true gender of a noun.

c. Morpho-phonological gender: When a loanword (i.e. a noun that keeps the

stress on its stem in the plural) ends in what sounds like a feminine suffix,

it will be an ot-taker, otherwise it will be an im-taker.

And there are two factors that have some power in predicting the plural allomorph

selection, but these allow exceptions:

(5) a. Morpho-syntactic gender: Native nouns (i.e. nouns that lose their stress

to the plural affix in the plural) are usually im-takers if masculine and ot-
takers if feminine.

b. Phonology: e majority of native masculine ot-taking nouns have an [o]
in their stem.

From this point on, the focus will be on native masculine nouns, and the phonological

effect of a stem [o] on the selection of the plural affix. e presence of a stem [o]

makes the selection of [-ot] more likely, relative to the selection of [-ot] in the absence

of a stem [o].

e partial predictability in the distribution of ot-takers is not incompatible with
the existence of minimal pairs, su as those in (6), where the oice of plural affix

disambiguates the meaning. Overall in the lexicon, [-ot] is more likely with a stem

[o], but for any single lexical item, the selection of an affix in unpredictable.

(6) a. himnon-ím / himnon-ót ‘national anthem’ / ‘religious hymn’

b. tor-ím / tor-ót ‘line, queue’, ‘appointment’ / ‘turn’

c. maamad-ím / maamad-ót ‘stand’ / ‘status’

With certain nouns, the oice of plural suffix is variable in and between speakers.

Some nouns that occur variably in current usage are in (7), where the percentage
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indicates the proportion of [-ot] plurals out of the total plural forms found in Google.⁵

(7) a. ʃofar-ím / ʃofar-ót 56% ‘shofar’

b. djokan-ím / djokna-ót or djokan-ót 41% ‘portrait’

c. kilʃon-ím / kilʃon-ót 11% ‘pitfork’

For the purposes of this study, data about the distribution of [-im] and [-ot] comes

from an electronic lexicon of Hebrew (Bolozky & Beer 2006) that was modeled

aer TELL (a Turkish Electronic Living Lexicon, Inkelas et al. 2000). e lexicon

lists nouns and their plurals. e nouns are mostly collected from the Even-

Shoshan (1966) dictionary, and their plurals reflect the knowledge of the second

author, occasionally augmented by Google seares, in an aempt to approximate

an idealized native speaker. e table in (8) lists the native masculine nouns in the

lexicon, arranged by the vowel in their final syllable. Recall that in this context,

‘native’ refers to unaccented nouns (Bat-El 1993; Beer 2003), i.e. nouns that surface

in the plural with the stress on the plural suffix, as opposed to loanwords, whi

always surface with stress on the root.

(8) Final vowel n ot-takers % ot-takers

u 1101 6 1%

i 464 8 2%

a 1349 39 3%

e 977 31 3%

o 523 146 28%

Total 4414 230 5%

e data in (8) shows that ot-taking accounts for a fairly meager proportion (2.2%) of
the native nouns that end in vowels other than [o], but almost a third of the nouns

⁵ere are surely many more nouns that variably take either plural affix, but Hebrew orthography

makes searing for them online a difficult task. e variable oice of the plural affix goes ba to

Tiberian Hebrew, where a considerable number of nouns are aested with two plural forms (Aharoni

2007), e.g. doːr-íːm (Isaiah 51, verse 8) vs. doːr-óːθ (Isaiah 41, verse 4) ‘generations’.
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that end in [o]. e 146 ot-takers that end in [o] account for 63% of the 230 ot-takers.

ere are further morpho-phonological regularities that correlate with ot-taking
within the set of nouns that have [o] in their final syllable. For instance, ot-taking
is completely regular for a class of tri-syllabic masculine nouns that have a stem of

the shape [CiCaC-] and the suffix [-on] (e.g. ʃikar-ón ‘state of drunkenness’). ese

nouns can be productively formed from verbs, to mean ‘state of X-ness’, and with

this meaning, their plural is always in [-ot].⁶ Tri-syllabic nouns in [-on] account for

54 of the 146 [o]-final ot-takers in (8). Of the remaining 92 [o]-final ot-takers, 49
end in the segments [on], but in many cases, it is hard to determine whether these

segments belong to the an affix⁷ or to a stem.

Having an [o] in the root is well correlated with taking [-ot] in the plural even aer

allowing for the effect of the suffix [-on]. In the lexicon, this can be seen most clearly

with monosyllables, tabulated in (9): Of the 70 monosyllables with [o] in them, 20

are ot-takers (29%), and none of these ot-takers end in [n]. is rate of ot-taking is
comparable to the overall rate of ot-taking. In addition, note that the experimental

items in §4 have no final sonorants at all, to avoid any [-on] effects.

⁶e etymological data in Bolozky & Beer (2006) confirms the modern productivity of ot-taking
for [CiCaC-on] nouns. Of the 230 ot-takers, 216 are aested before modern Hebrew (i.e. Biblical or

Mishnaic). Of the remaining 14 ot-takers that were created inmodern times, 13 are [CiCaC-on] nouns.
e remaining modern item, prescriptively dúax∼ dux-ót ‘report’, is colloquially pronounced dóx∼
dox-ót, thus making every single modern ot-taker a noun with [o] in its stem.

⁷In addition to the [-on] that appears on [CiCaC-] stems to mean ‘state of’, Hebrew has at least

two more [-on]’s: One [-on] is a diminutive, whi always takes [-im] (e.g. sus-ón∼ sus-on-ím ‘lile

horse’), and another [-on] is rather vacuous semantically, and doesn’t require a certain plural affix

(e.g. ʃabat-ón ∼ ʃabat-on-ím ‘sabbatical’).
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(9) Stem vowel n ot-takers % ot-takers

i 89 2 2%

a 113 5 4%

u 53 4 8%

e 39 5 13%

o 70 20 29%

Total 364 36 9%

Finally, the ability of a stem [o] to favor the selection of [-ot] is extended by speakers

to novel items. is effect was observed indirectly in Berent, Pinker & Shimron (1999,

2002),⁸ while Beer (2009) explored the effect directly, and found that novel words

of the form CaCoC were 24% more likely to get ot-responses than novel words of

the form CaCaC. In other words, the correlation between having a root [o] and ot-
taking is not confined to the lexicon, but rather influences speakers’ oices when

they productively derive novel forms.

3 Learning natural trendswithmarkedness constraints

e lexicon study in §2 and the experimental results in Berent et al. (1999, 2002) and

Beer (2009) show that having [o] in the root correlates with oosing the plural

suffix [-ot]. is section offers an analysis of this correlation in terms of markedness

constraints. e appropriateness of using markedness constraints will be motivated

⁸Experiment 1 in Berent et al. (1999) looked for the effect that the similarity of novel items to

existing items has on the novel items’ propensity to take [-ot]. e list of items similar to existing ot-
takers, whi was dominated by items with [o] in them, elicited up to 60% ot-responses, while the list
of items similar to existing im-takers, whi only had a minority of items with [o], elicited less than

10% ot-responses. Interestingly, in experiment 2 of Berent et al. (2002), where the items were balanced
for their vowels, the difference in [-ot] responses in the “dissimilar” condition was almost completely

gone (28% ot-responses for novel items dissimilar to real im-takers vs. 33.7% ot-responses for novel
items dissimilar to real ot-takers). is suggests that most of the difference observed in Berent et al.

(1999) was due to the effect of [o].
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theoretically in this section; we offer experimental motivation for our approa in

§4, using results from an artificial language experiment. e analysis in this section

is extended to the experimental results in §5.

e analysis is based on Optimality eory (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004) with

the Recursive Constraint Demotion algorithm (RCD, Tesar & Smolensky 1998, 2000;

Tesar 1998; Prince 2002), augmented with a meanism of constraint cloning (Pater

2006, 2008; Coetzee 2008; Mahanta 2007; Beer et al. 2008; Beer 2009; Tuer 2009).

Cloning allows the speaker to keep tra of lexical trends and build their relative

strength into the grammar, as explained below.

3.1 Analysis

e preference of roots that have [o] for taking [-ot] is interpreted here as a

requirement for licensing unstressed [o]’s. In native nouns, stress shows up on

the root in unsuffixed forms (e.g. xalón ‘window’), but stress moves to the right in

suffixed forms, su as the plural (e.g. xalon-ót ‘windows’). In the plural, then, the

root’s [o] surfaces unstressed, where it requires licensing.

Limiting [o] (and other non-high round vowels) to prominent positions is quite

common in the world languages. Many languages are known to limit [o] to the

stressed syllable, as in Russian dóm ∼ dam-á ‘home..()’. Similar restrictions

apply in Portuguese and elsewhere (see Crosswhite 2001 and references within).⁹

Other languages require [o] to be licensed by the word-initial syllable (Beman

1997, 1998; Barnes 2006). Turkish native nouns, for instance, allow [o] only in the

first syllable of the word. Shona allows [o] in the word-initial syllable, and more

interestingly, an initial [o] can license an [o] later in the word (see also Hayes &

Wilson 2008).

⁹In standard American English, and other dialects, [o] can be unstressed (‘piano’, ‘fellow’) word-

finally, but in some dialects, especially in the South, unstressed [o] is not allowed (‘piana’, ‘fella’).

is restriction on [o] in English, however, is just a part of a wider ban on unstressed full vowels in

these dialects.
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In the analysis proposed here, Hebrew is like Shona, but with stress: In Hebrew,

[o] must be stressed, but a stressed [o] allows [o] to appear elsewhere in the word.

e licensing of [o] is not a categorical restriction in Hebrew, as unstressed [o]’s are

tolerated. e licensing effect emerges when selecting [-ot] allows the stressed [o]

of the suffix to license the unstressed [o] in a stem.

Regular masculine nouns, as in (10a), allow [o] to surface unlicensed in the plural.

But nouns with [o] in them can have that [o] licensed in the plural if they are ot-
takers, as in (10b). e representations in (10) are auto-segmental, but other theories

that regulate the relations between vowels would work equally well, either with

domains or spans (as in, e.g. Cassimjee & Kisseberth 1998 or McCarthy 2004) or by

correspondence (Walker 2006).

(10) Singular Plural

a. Regular a l

[
−high
+ba

]

ó n a l

[
−high
+ba

]

o n -

[
+high
−ba

]

í m ‘oak tree’

b. Irregular x a l

[
−high
+ba

]

ó n x a l o n -

[
−high
+ba

]

ó t ‘window’

Among nouns that have [o] in their roots, only those that surface stressless in the

plural, i.e. native nouns, could benefit from taking [-ot] in the plural. Loanwords, i.e.

nouns that keep their stress on the root, would not benefit from taking [-ot], since

there is no [o] that needs licensing, and indeed loanwords do not allow exceptional

ot-taking.

In terms of Optimality eory (Prince & Smolensky 1993/2004), taking [-im] or [-ot]

can be fruitfully understood as responding to the satisfaction of different markedness

constraints.

e requirement for the masculine [-im] on masculine nouns is enforced by a
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morphological constraint, ϕ-M, whi demands gender features to mat in

poly-morphemic words (cf. Wolf 2008 §2.4.2 for a more complete view of the role of

morphology in the Hebrew plural). For an im-taker like alón (11), ϕ-M outranks

the constraint L(o), whi requires [o]-licensing (defined in 13 below):

(11)
alon + {im , ot} ϕ-M L(o)

a. + alon-ím *

b. alon-ót *!

Conversely, an ot-taker like xalón requires a high-ranking L(o):

(12)
xalon + {im , ot} L(o) ϕ-M

a. xalon-ím *!

b. + xalon-ót *

(13) L(o)

An [o] must be licensed by virtue of being stressed, or by virtue of being auto-

segmentally associated to a stressed [o] in an adjacent syllable.

In a small number of nouns, L(o) forces the ange of a root [o] to [u], as

in (14a). Ranking ϕ-M and L(o) over I(Hi) would give rise to the

vowel alternation, as shown in (15). e number of words involved, however, is very

small: It’s the nouns xok ‘law’, tof ‘drum’ and dov ‘bear’, the quantifiers kol ‘all’ and
rov ‘most’, and a dozen adjectives. ere are only two words that display an o ∼ a
alternation: róʃ ‘head’ and jóm ‘day’ (14b).

(14) a. xók xuk-ím ‘law’

b. róʃ raʃ-ím ‘head’
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(15)
xok + {im , ot} ϕ-M L(o) I(Hi)

a. + xuk-ím *

b. xok-ím *!

c. xok-ót *!

An additional effect that follows from the use of constraints that license [o] by the

stressed syllable is the regularity of the plural affix selection in loanwords. In these

words, stress stays on the root,¹⁰ so any [o] in the stem would be equally licensed in

the singular and the plural. e tableau in (16) shows the noun blóɡ ‘blog’, where

the presence of the [o] cannot trigger selection of [-ot], since L(o) is equally

satisfied by either plural affix.

(16)
blóɡ + {im , ot} ϕ-M L(o)

a. + blóɡ-im

b. blóɡ-ot *!

Similarly, if a loanword has an unstressed [o] in it, like kéʧop ‘ketup’, L(o)

is again unable to prefer the selection of [-ot].

¹⁰If suffixation puts the stressed syllable more than three syllables away from the edge, the stress

(optionally) shis two syllables (=one troee) to the right (Bat-El 1993; Beer 2003), but never off the

root. For example, the plural of béjbisiter ‘male babysier’ is either béjbisiter-im or bejbisíter-im, but
never *bejbisiter-ím. Similarly, the plural of béjbisiter-it ‘female babysier’ is either béjbisiter-ij-ot
or bejbisíter-ij-ot, but never *bejbisiter-íj-ot.
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(17)
kéʧop + {im , ot} ϕ-M L(o)

a. + kéʧop-im *

b. kéʧop-ot *! **

e regular selection of [-ot] with feminine loanwords, as in fukáʧa ∼ fukáʧ-ot
‘focaccia’, does indeed introduce an unlicensed [o]. Since our analysis allows

L(o) to dominate ϕ-M for some nouns, one would expect that some

feminine loanwords would oose [-im], contrary to fact. However, recall that

the selection of [-ot] in loanwords is not based on morpho-syntactic gender (i.e.

the gender that is revealed by agreement on adjectives and verbs), but rather on

apparent morpho-phonological gender: All and only the nouns that appear to be

feminine by virtue of sounding like they have a feminine suffix on them take [-ot],

including masculine nouns that end in [-a], su as koléɡ-a ‘(male) colleague’. We

are assuming that just like ϕ-M enforces morpho-syntactic gender agreement,

some other constraint enforces morpho-phonological gender agreement, and this

constraint categorically outranks both L(o) and ϕ-M. We call this

constraint μ-M, as shown in (18).¹¹

(18)
fukáʧ-a + {im , ot} μ-M ϕ-M L(o)

a. fukáʧ-im *! *

b. + fukáʧ-ot *

¹¹We leave the formal definition of μ-M to future work; in essence, μ-M is a constraint

about the morphological parsing of words. We suggest that a final unstressed [a] is simply less

plausible as a part of the root, and therefore more strongly requires interpretation as a suffix, possibly

in concert with pressure from FC, whi demands that roots be consonant-final. A different

possibility is suggested by Faust (2008), where the plural suffix [-ot] phonologically contains the

singular [-a], thus involving faithfulness constraints in the selection of the plural suffix.
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Returning to native masculine nouns now, there is still the problem of selecting [-ot]

for those ot-takers that don’t have [o] in them, su as kír ∼ kir-ót ‘wall’. Since

L(o) cannot help with selecting [-ot] in the absence of a root [o], some other

meanism must be involved.

We propose that ot-taking can be aributed to a constraint that doesn’t refer to the

root vowel, but rather penalizes some aspect of the [-im] suffix itself, e.g. *σ́/H,

whi penalizes stressed high vowels (Kenstowicz 1997; de Lacy 2004). A constraint

su as *L would work equally well – neither constraint is otherwise clearly active

in the language.¹²

(19)
kir + {im , ot} *σ́/H ϕ-M L(o)

a. kir-ím *!

b. + kir-ót *

Regular nouns without [o] in them, like ɡír ∼ ɡir-ím ‘alk’, are derived as in (20).

(20)
ɡir + {im , ot} ϕ-M *σ́/H L(o)

a. + ɡir-ím *

b. ɡir-ót *!

is use of *σ́/H, whi aributes the selection of [-ot] to marked structure that

happens to appear in the suffix [-im], makes no reference to the phonological shape

¹²Arguably, both constraints are relevant for Hebrew phonology in general: *σ́/H could be used

to derive the distribution of stressed vowels in segholates, where only non-high stressed vowels are

allowed, producing alternations like the one in kéʦev ∼ kiʦb-í ‘rhythm/rythmic’. Self-conjunction
of *L could account for the restrictions on the distribution of labials in roots (as in, e.g. de Lacy

1997), although this isn’t how root co-occurrence restrictions are handled in Optimality eory more

recently; see Coetzee & Pater (2008) and references within.
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of the root. is is in line with the rest of the analysis, whi assumes that any vowel

other than [o] is inert with respect to plural allomorph selection.

In principle, the selection of [-ot] with nouns that don’t have [o] in them could be

done with a purely arbitrary diacritic, with no phonological substance at all. In the

analysis proposed in (19) above, however, it is hard to see why the learner would fail

to notice the preference that *σ́/H makes, if this constraint is indeed universal

and available to the learner “for free”.

We leave open the possibility that in some cases, learners are le with no phono-

logical meanism for making the right oice in allomorph selection, and they are

forced to simply list the exceptional affix-takers. Suppose that a constraint su as

*σ́/H is unavailable to the speaker for some reason, making the observed form

kir-ót harmonically bounded, as in (21).

(21)
kir + {im , ot} ϕ-M L(o)

a. kir-ím

b. / kir-ót *!

Faced with a situation as in (21), the speaker will simply list the form kir-ót in their
lexicon, i.e. the learner will resort to listing to bypass the OT grammar, as in Zuraw

(2000); Hayes & Londe (2006); Hayes et al. (to appear), see also Tessier (2008). Once

listed in the lexicon, this form will have no effect on the grammar and thus no effect

on the treatment of novel nouns.

To summarize the point so far: Most masculine native nouns in Hebrew select

the plural [-im] due to a high ranking morphological constraint, ϕ-M. A

phonological constraint, L(o) prefers the selection of [-ot] when there is an

[o] in the stem. Different Hebrew nouns are subject to different constraint rankings:

Nouns that take [-im] are associatedwith a high-ranking ϕ-M, while nounswith

[o] in them that take [-ot] are associated with a high-ranking L(o). Finally,
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ot-takers that don’t have [o] in them are associated with a different high-ranking

phonological constraint, *σ́/H.

3.2 Ranking conflicts trigger the formation of generalizations

e analysis must now be completed with a meanism that allows speakers to do

three things: (a) learn the correct affix to oose with existing nouns, (b) learn the

relative frequency of ot-taking in the lexicon in the presence and in the absence of

a stem [o], and (c) project the frequencies of the lexicon onto novel items. Su a

meanism is outlined here; the full proposal is detailed in Beer (2009).

e analysis relies on learners’ ability to identify cases where there is no single

grammar that can apply successfully to all of the words of their language. e

Recursive Constraint Demotion algorithm (RCD, Tesar & Smolensky 1998, 2000;

Tesar 1998; Prince 2002) allows language learners to collect ranking arguments from

different lexical items and find conflicting rankings.

e use of RCD is most clearly illustrated with comparative tableaux (Prince 2002),

where pairs of winners and losers are compared as to how they fare on various

constraints. For example, the plural form of xalón ‘window’ is xalon-ót, so the learner
has to make sure that xalon-ót wins over the intended loser xalon-ím. e constraint

ϕ-M prefers xalon-ím, while the constraint L(o) prefers xalon-ót, so if

xalon-ót is to win, the constraint that prefers the winner must be ranked over the

constraint that prefers the loser. is situation is shown with the winner-loser pair

in (22a), with L(o) assigning a W (“Winner preferring”) to the winner-loser

pair, and ϕ-M assigning an L (“Loser preferring”) to it.

Similarly, the winner-loser pair in (22b) shows the im-taker alón ‘oak tree’, whi

requires the ranking of ϕ-M over L(o) to make alon-ím win over alon-ót.
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(22)
L(o) ϕ-M

a. xalon-ót ≻ *xalon-ím W L

b. alon-ím ≻ *alon-ót L W

Given a comparative tableau, the learner can extract a constraint ranking from it

by finding columns that have only W’s or empty cells in them, and installing the

constraints in those columns. Installing a constraint means that it is added to the

constraint ranking below any constraints that are already in it, and any winner-loser

pairs it assigns a W to are removed from the tableau. Installing constraints continues

until all winner-loser pairs are removed. In the case of (22), however, there are no

constraints to install, since all the columns have both W’s and L’s in them.

e solution to this situation was offered by Pater (2006, 2008), who suggested that a

constraint can be cloned to solve the inconsistent ranking of the constraints. Cloning
a constraint means that the learner makes two copies, or clones, of the constraint,

and makes both clones lexically-specific. Clones are lexically-specific in the sense

that they apply only to the list of lexical items that are associated with them. When

a constraint is cloned, every lexical item it assigns a W to is associated with one

clone, and every lexical item it assigns an L to is associated with the other clone.¹³

In the case at hand, suppose the learner decided to ose L(o) for cloning (see

§3.3 below about the oice of constraint to clone). One clone would be associated

with xalón, and the other would be associated with alón (23).

¹³is last point is a departure from Pater (2006, 2008). Making both clones of a constraint lexically-

specific allows the grammar to be frequency-mating; see below for discussion.
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(23)
L(o)xalon ϕ-M L(o)alon

a. xalon-ót ≻ *xalon-ím W L

b. alon-ím ≻ *alon-ót W L

Now there is a column that only has W’s in it, and there is a constraint to install:

L(o)xalon. Once installed, the xalon-ót ≻ *xalon-ím winner-loser pair in (23)

is removed, whi leaves the column of ϕ-M with only W’s in it. ϕ-M

is installed and added to the constraint ranking below L(o)xalon, and the

second and last winner-loser pair in (23) is removed. e remaining constraint,

L(o)alon is added to the ranking below ϕ-M.

e result is the grammar in (24), where there are no longer any ranking conflicts.

(24) L(o)xalon ≫ ϕ-M≫ L(o)alon

As the learner encounters more nouns with [o] in their final syllable, the conflict

between ϕ-M and L(o) will cause more nouns to be associated with one

of the clones of L(o). Nouns that take [-ot] will be associated with the higher

ranking clone, and nouns that take [-im] will be associated with the lower ranking

clone.

(25) L(o){xalon, makom, …} ≫ ϕ-M≫ L(o){alon, ʃaon, pagoʃ, …}

Since nouns like kír, whi don’t have [o] in them, are neither preferred nor dis-

preferred by L(o), they will not be assigned a W or an L by L(o), and

thus will not be associated with either clone.

Of the nouns with [o] in their final syllable in Bolozky & Beer (2006), 146 are ot-
takers and 377 are im-takers. A speaker who learns all of them will end up with a

grammar su as the one in (26).¹⁴

¹⁴is picture is somewhat simplified, since the set of ot-takers with a final [o] is not homogeneous,
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(26) L(o)146 items ≫ ϕ-M≫ L(o)377 items

e grammar in (26) aieves two goals at once: It encodes the behavior of the

existing nouns of Hebrew by associating them with one of the clones of L(o),

and since it has a list of im-takers and a list of ot-taker, the grammar makes available
to the speaker the relative proportions of im-takers and ot-takers among the the

nouns that have [o] in them. is information, in turn, can be used to project these

proportions onto novel nouns, or in other words, the grammar allows the speaker to

be a frequency-mater (Ernestus & Baayen 2003; Hayes et al. to appear)

Once L(o) is cloned, and ea clone ismade lexically-specific, there is no longer

a general L(o) constraint that can apply to novel items. When faced with a

novel noun that has [o] in its final syllable, the speaker must decide whi clone of

L(o) to associate it with, and this decision will be influenced by the number of

items associated with ea clone. Since 28% of the nouns associated with clones of

L(o) in (26) are associated with its higher ranking clone, the learner will have

a 28% ance of oosing [-ot].

(27) L(o)28% ≫ ϕ-M≫ L(o)72%

ere is another, perhaps simpler way of projecting the relative strength of the two

clones of L(o) onto novel items. Given a novel item, the speaker can decide

that the behavior of the novel item mimics the behavior of some given noun, osen

at random from the lists of nouns associated with the clones of L(o). If su

a word is osen at random, there is a 28% ance of that word being associated

with the higher ranking clone, thus giving the novel item a 28% ance of being an

ot-taker. Either way, the result is the same: e relative strength of the trend created

as described in §2. A fuller picture will include a condition on morphological locality, where the

selection of [-ot] is indexed not to the whole stem that takes [-ot], but rather only to the nearest

morpheme. In other words, mono-morphemic stems like xalón select [-ot] by indexation of the root,

but poly-morphemic stems like ʃikar-ón select [-ot] by indexation of the suffix [-on]. Since the effect

of stem [o] is strong in Hebrew regardless of morphological makeup of the stem, this aspect of the

analysis is abstracted from.
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by the existing nouns of the language is built into the grammar, and then can be

projected onto novel items.

It should be noted, however, that while the learning meanism proposed here

gives the speaker a grammar that allows frequency-mating, the grammar does

not guarantee frequency-mating if the effect of listed items on novel items is not

random. For example, it’s imaginable that the treatment of novel items is biased by

resemblance of a novel item to one or more of the listed items, in whi case the

treatment of the novel item could be warped by factors other than grammar-based

frequency-mating. e analysis proposed here, however, assumes that the speaker

is a pure frequency-mater.

To summarize, this section presented a meanism that detects inconsistent ranking

arguments between lexical items, and resolves the inconsistency by cloning a

constraint. Once a constraint is cloned, lexical items are associated with different

clones, assuring that they surface as intended. Additionally, the difference in size

between the lists of associated lexical items is available to the learner, so that the

learner can project the relative strength of lexical trends onto novel items.

3.3 Learning specific patterns first

e previous section took on the analysis of nouns that have [o] in their final syllable,

showing how speakers can learn that these nouns have two possible behaviors

(im-taking vs. ot-taking), and use constraint cloning to keep tra of the nouns

that behave in ea way. is section shows how the meanism is applied more

generally to nouns that don’t have [o] in their final syllable, and how lexical statistics

are kept separately for nouns that do and don’t have [o].

e analysis offered here has one constraint that prefers im-taking, ϕ-M, no

maer what the shape of the noun is, and two constraints prefer ot-taking: *σ́/H,
whi prefers ot-taking in nouns of any shape, and L(o), whi prefers ot-
taking in nouns that have [o] in their final syllable. In other words, the nouns with

[o] are identified by a specific constraint, and the rest of the nouns are identified
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by a more general constraint. is structure that the constraint set imposes on the

data means that the learner has to follow it in order to discover the generalizations

correctly. is can be done by ensuring that L(o) is cloned first, associating all

nouns with a final [o] with its clones, and leaving other nouns unassociated. en

*σ́/H would list any remaining nouns.

To ensure that the more specific constraint is cloned first, it suffices to oose the

column that has the least number of W’s and L’s in it, but still contains at least one of

ea. L(o) can be identified as the more specific constraint in the comparative

tableau, as seen in (28).

(28)
L(o) *σ́/H ϕ-M

a. xalon-ót ≻ *xalon-ím W W L

b. alon-ím ≻ *alon-ót L L W

c. kir-ót ≻ *kir-ím W L

d. ɡir-ím ≻ *ɡir-ót L W

Simply cloning L(o), however, is not quite sufficient. Once L(o) is

cloned, L(o)xalon can be installed, as shown in the comparative tableau in (29).

(29)
L(o)xalon L(o)alon *σ́/H ϕ-M

a. xalon-ót ≻ *xalon-ím W W L

b. alon-ím ≻ *alon-ót L L W

c. kir-ót ≻ *kir-ím W L

d. ɡir-ím ≻ *ɡir-ót L W
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Once L(o)xalon is installed, the xalon-ót ≻ *xalon-ím winner-loser pair is

removed from the tableau, as seen in (30). e tableau is again lewith no constraints

to install, so another constraint has to be cloned. Assuming *σ́/H is osen for

cloning, one of its clones will be associated with the item that *σ́/H assigns a W

to, viz. kír, and the other clone will be associated with the two items that *σ́/H

assigns a L to, viz. alón and ɡír.

(30)
L(o)
xalon

L(o)
alon

*σ́/H
kir

*σ́/H
{alon, ɡir}

ϕ-M

a. alon-ím ≻ *alon-ót L L W

b. kir-ót ≻ *kir-ím W L

c. ɡir-ím ≻ *ɡir-ót L W

e problem here is that a single lexical item, alón, is “double-dipping”, i.e. its oice

of [-im] is listed with clones of two constraints. Continuing to apply RDC to (30) will

result in the installation of *σ́/Hkir , then ϕ-M, then the remaining constraints,

leading to the grammar in (31).

(31) L(o)xalon ≫ *σ́/Hkir ≫ ϕ-M≫
L(o)alon, *σ́/H{alon, ɡir}

While double-dipping doesn’t prevent the learner from successfully learning the real

nouns of Hebrew, it makes an unwanted prediction about speakers’ ability to project

lexical statistics onto novel nouns. If *σ́/H has one clone that lists ot-takers that
don’t have [o] (i.e. ɡír and nouns like it), and another clone that lists all of the im-
takers, regardless of whether they have an [o], as in (31), speakers will underestimate

the ability of nouns without [o] to correlate with the selection of [-ot]. In the lexicon,

84 of the 3891 nouns that don’t end in [o] are ot-takers, whi makes the likelihood

of ot-taking in the lexicon 2.15% (see 8 above). If these 84 ot-takers are weighed
against all 4414 nouns, regardless of final vowel, as in (31), their likelihood in the
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grammar would only be 1.9%. While in this case, the difference in the predicted rate

of ot-taking is minute, the model’s failure to mat the lexical frequencies should

nevertheless be fixed.

To prevent double-dipping, and thus to provide adequate frequency-mating, it is

not enough to simply clone the most specific constraint available, as in (29). e

learner must also ignore (or “mask”) the mating W’s and L’s that are assigned by

less-specific constraints once a more specific constraint is cloned. is is shown in

(32), where the speaker cloned the most specific L(o) and also maskedW’s and

L’s that were assigned by the more general *σ́/H to items that are associated with

the new clones.

(32)
L(o)xalon L(o)alon *σ́/H ϕ-M

a. xalon-ót ≻ *xalon-ím W W⊘ L

b. alon-ím ≻ *alon-ót L L⊘ W

c. kir-ót ≻ *kir-ím W L

d. ɡir-ím ≻ *ɡir-ót L W

Recall that finding the most specific constraint to clone was done by finding the

column that had the smallest number of W’s and L’s. Aer the most specific

constraint is cloned, the learner seares for constraints that are more general,

defined as constraints that assign a superset of the W’s and L’s that the cloned

constraint assigns. e more general *σ́/H will be found this way, and W’s and

L’s that belong to lexical items that are now associated with clones of L(o) are

masked, or ignored for the purposes of cloning.

e installation of L(o)xalon can be done either before or aer the masking

of the general W’s and L’s from the column of *σ́/H. Once L(o)xalon
is installed, the xalon-ót ≻ *xalon-ím winner-loser pair is removed. is leaves

*σ́/H as the column with the least number of W’s and L’s, and it is cloned.
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Now, only kír and ɡír are correctly associated with clones of *σ́/H. e resulting

grammar in (33) lists all and only nouns with [o] in their final syllable under clones

of L(o), and all and only nouns without [o] in their final syllable under clones

of *σ́/H, making the grammar a perfect frequency-mater.

(33) L(o)xalon ≫ *σ́/Hkir ≫ ϕ-M≫
L(o)alon, *σ́/Hɡir

As the speaker learns the rest of the nouns of the language, the grammar in (33)

will include an increasing number of lexical items, whi in turn will let the speaker

project their relative number onto novel items.

To summarize, this section has shown how the Recursive Constraint Demotion algo-

rithm, augmented with a meanism for resolving inconsistent ranking arguments

via cloning, can learn a grammar that applies deterministically to known lexical

items, and the same grammar applies stoastically to novel items. Specific-general

relations between constraints caused a worry about the learner not being a perfect

frequency-mater, but a meanism for masking W’s and L’s assured the learner’s

ability to frequency-mat.

4 Product-orientedness in an artificial language

e analysis of Hebrew plural allomorph selection proposed here relies on marked-

ness constraints. e two allomorphs are available in the underlying representation

of the plural suffix, and they are allowed to compete in the phonology. Simply

pronouncing one of the allomorphs as it is in the UR has no faithfulness cost, as

it is assumed that oosing one of the allomorphs does not entail the deletion of the

other (Mester 1994, Mascaró 1996, Anila 1997, and many others). With faithfulness

constraints silent, the oice of allomorph is le to markedness constraints.

Markedness constraints only assess surface forms – in this case, the licensing of an

unstressed [o] in the plural stem. ese constraints have no access to the underlying
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representation of the root, nor to its pronunciation in the singular. It follows, then,

that speakers are predicted to prefer theoice of [-ot] nomaerwhether the singular

has an [o] in it or not.

is prediction cannot be tested with the real words of Hebrew, since every plural

stem that has an [o] in it also has an [o] in the corresponding singular stem. e

prediction can be tested, however, with an artificial language that is just like Hebrew,

but allows plural stems that have [o] in them without a corresponding [o] in the

singular. is section describes a pair of su artificial languages and how Hebrew

speakers learned them.

Two languages were taught in this experiment. In both languages, singulars were

plausible native nouns with an [o] or an [i] in their final syllable, and in the

corresponding plural forms, [o]’s alternated with [i]’s and vice versa. e oice

of the plural suffix agreed with the plural form in the “surface” language and with

the singular form in the “deep” language (34).

(34) “surface” language “deep” language

aʃív aʃov-ót aʃív aʃov-ím

axís axos-ót axís axos-ím

amíɡ amoɡ-ót amíɡ amoɡ-ím

azíx azox-ót azíx azox-ím

adíʦ adoʦ-ót adíʦ adoʦ-ím

aɡóf aɡif-ím aɡóf aɡif-ót

apóz apiz-ím apóz apiz-ót

aʦók aʦik-ím aʦók aʦik-ót

abóʃ abiʃ-ím abóʃ abiʃ-ót

alód alid-ím alód alid-ót

Note that the ten singulars are exactly identical in the two languages. e ten

plural stems are also identical, but the oice of plural allomorph is different: In

the “surface” language, plural stems with [o] select [-ot], and plural stems with [i]
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select [-im]. In the “deep” language, it is not the plural stem, but rather the singular

stem that selects [-ot] if it has [o] and [-im] if it has [i]. Another way to think about

the “deep” language is to say that plural stems with [o] select [-im], and plural stems

with [i] select [-ot].

Aer participants were trained and tested on one of the languages in (34), they were

asked to generate plurals for the twenty nouns in (35). e responses were rated for

their success in applying the vowelanges and the selection of the plural affix, where

success was defined as the replacement of a singular [o] with a plural [i] and vice

versa, and the selection of a plural affix according the generalization in the relevant

language.

(35) [i] aɡív, apís, axíɡ, amíx, alíʦ, axíf, aníz, aʃík, afíʃ, azíd

[o] amóv, adós, aʃóɡ, atóx, aʃóʦ, aróf, ahóz, abók, aɡóʃ, apód

While this experiment follows fairly closely common designs in artificial language

experiments (e.g. Esper 1925; Sane et al. 1974; Bybee & Newman 1995; Pya et al.

2003, 2006; Wilson 2003, 2006; Pater & Tessier 2005; Peperkamp et al. 2006; Finley

& Badeer 2008, in press; Skoruppa et al. in press; Elinger 2009, among others),

it differs in the relation between the artificial languages and native language of

the participants. Instead of making the languages dramatically different from the

participants’ language, the artificial languages here differ from real Hebrew only in

the artificial vowel anges they introduce. Furthermore, the experimental items are

presented inside Hebrew frame sentences, with adjectives and numerals agreeing

with these items. In this respect, the current work is closer to the “novel accent”

design in Maye et al. (2008) and Skoruppa & Peperkamp (2006).

4.1 Materials

In the experiment, ea participant was trained and tested on a language that

contained 10 nouns, where ea noun consisted of a random pairing of a sound and

a concrete object, like a fruit or a household item. e objects were osen su that
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their names in actual Hebrew were masculine im-takers. Once trained and tested,

ea participant was asked to generate plurals for 20 new nouns that they haven’t

encountered before. An additional nounwas used in the beginning of the experiment

for demonstration. In total, ea participant encountered 31 nouns.

All the pictures of the objects used in the experiment were taken indoors, using

daylight, with a Sony digital camera at 3.2 mega-pixels, then reduced to 400×300
pixels and saved as jpg files. e objects were placed on a neutral baground, and

positioned so as to make them as easy as possible to recognize. Items that were

shown both in singletons and in pairs included the demonstration item, whi was

an almond, and the training items, whi were a red onion, a potato, an apple, a

persimmon (shown in 36), a strawberry, an artioke, an orange, a green bell pepper,

an eggplant, and a cucumber. In the plural generation phase, subjects saw the

following items in pairs: pears, lemons, pomegranates, avocados, heads of garlic,

carrots, loquats, zucinis, melons, dried apricots, uncooked steaks, beets, coconuts,

prily pears, jars of instant coffee, knives, mobile phones, power spliers, computer

mouses, and boles of olive oil. All of these were confirmed by several Israeli

speakers of Hebrew to be easy to recognize and name.

(36)

e auditory materials included the singulars and plurals of the training materials

shown in (34), the demonstration item, whi was axún ∼ axun-ím, and the plural
generation items in (35). ese were recorded by a male native speaker in a sound-

aenuated booth onto a Macintosh computer at 44100 Hz, using Audacity. One wav

file was created for ea singular form, using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2008). For

ea plural form, an additional file was created, whi started with the singular,

followed by .5 seconds of silence, followed by the singular again, another .5 seconds
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of silence, and then the plural form. All files were then converted to .mp3 format

using the  encoder, version 3.97 (from hp://www.mp3dev.org/).

4.2 Methods

e experiment was conducted on a web-based interface, using Firefox onWindows.

Participants sat in a quiet room and wore headphones with a built-in microphone.

ey were recorded during the whole length of the experiment using Audacity on a

single annel at 44,100 Hz. At the end of the experiment, the recording was saved

as an mp3 file using the  encoder.

Ea participant was randomly assigned to either the “surface” language or the

“deep” language. en, the training materials were generated by randomly combin-

ing the sounds from the relevant part of (34) with the ten training objects described

above, to create 10 nouns that arbitrarily pair sound and meaning. Additionally, the

twenty sounds from (35) were randomly combined with the twenty plural generation

items described above, to create 20 additional nouns. e plural generation nouns

were divided into two groups, ea containing five nouns with [i] and five with [o].

Participants were told that they would learn a made-up language that is a new kind

of Hebrew, and that it is wrien in Hebrew leers and pronounced with an Israeli

accent. ey were asked to memorize the words of the new language and try to

figure out the regularity¹⁵ of the language.

e experiment was conducted as follows: training and testing on singulars (two

rounds), training and testing on singulars and plurals (three rounds), plural genera-

tion for ten new nouns, testing on the singulars and plurals from the training phase,

and plural generation for 10 additional new nouns. ese phases are described more

fully below.

Training started with singulars only: A picture of an object was displayed on the

¹⁵e Hebrew word used was xukijút, whi depending on context, can mean ‘legality’, ‘well-

formedness’, ‘regularity’, ‘paern’, etc.
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screen, and a sentence below it introduced the object as a masculine noun, by

displaying the text in (37).

(37) Here’s a nice
hine nexmad

In parallel, the name of the object was played. e participant pressed a key to go

to the next item. All 10 items were thus introduced in a random order, and then

introduced again in a new random order. Aer ea item was introduced twice,

participants were tested on them. A picture of an item was displayed, along with the

instructions in (38).

(38) Say in a clear voice, “this is a nice ”, or “I don’t remember”

imru be-kol ram ve-barur, “ze nexmad”, o “ani lo zoxer/et”

e whole procedure of training and testing was then repeated. Note that at this

point, all participants were trained on the same materials, regardless of whether they

were going to learn the “surface” language or the “deep” language.

Aer two rounds of training and testing on singulars, plurals were introduced. A

picture of a pair of objects, e.g. two apples, was displayed, with the text in (39).

(39) Here’s one on the right and one on the le.

Together, these are two nice .

hine exad mi-jamin ve exad mi-smol.

bejaxad, ele ʃnej nexmadim.

In parallel, the singular was played twice, followed by the plural. All 10 items were

thus introduced in the singular and the plural in a random order, and then introduced

again in a new random order. Aer ea item was introduced twice, participants

were tested on them. A picture of a pair of items was displayed, along with the

instructions in (40).
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(40) Say in a clear voice, “here there’s one on the right and one
on the le, and together these are two nice ”.

imru be-kol ram ve-barur, “jeʃ po exad mi-jamin ve

exad mi-smol, vebejaxad ele ʃnej nexmadim”.

e whole procedure of training and testing was repeated two more times, for a total

of three rounds.

Aer the training and testing were over, participants were asked to generate plurals

in the artificial language for nouns that they hadn’t seen before, in two rounds. In

the first round, five nouns with [o] and five with [i] were randomly selected from

(35) and paired with meanings. A picture of one su noun was displayed with the

instructions in (41), and in parallel, the noun’s name was played twice.

(41) Here’s one on the right and one on the le. And

what are they together? Say in a clear voice, “here’s one on the

right and one on the le, and together these are two nice
”. Complete the sentence in a way that seems to you to be most

compatible with the new kind of Hebrew you learned today.

hine exad mi-jamin ve exad mi-smol. ve ma

hem ʃnej ele bejaxad? imru be-kol ram ve-barur “jeʃ po exad
mi-jamin ve exad mi-smol, vebejaxad ele ʃnej
nexmadim”. haʃlimu et ha-miʃpat be-ʦura ʃe-tiʃama laxem haxi matima

la-ivrit ha-xadaʃa ʃe-lamadetem.

Aer the first round of plural generation, the ten nouns that speakers were trained

and tested on appeared for another round of testing (no feedba was given at this

point). is was done to make the participants mentally review the material they

learned, and hopefully make the next round of plural generation more consistent

with the artificial language. Aer this round of testing, the second and last round

of plural generation included the remaining ten nouns from (35), following the same

procedure as in the first round of plural generation.
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4.3 Participants

Data from a total of 60 participants was used in this study, 21 students at the Hebrew

University and 39 students at the Tel Aviv University. All were born in Israel

and were native speakers of Hebrew, without any self-reported hearing or vision

difficulties. ere were 24 males and 36 females, average age 23.4, age range 18–29.¹⁶

For their time and effort, participants were either paid 20 shekels (around US$5) or

given course credit.

Four additional participants were excluded: One participant misunderstood the task,

and most of the time supplied the names of objects in actual Hebrew instead of

their names in the artificial language. Another participant failed to correctly repeat

several of the names for novel items she had just heard, and performed badly on the

other tasks, suggesting an unreported disorder of hearing or cognition. Two other

participants were excluded because they did not produce any response for several

items in the plural generation rounds.

4.4 Transcription and encoding

For ea participant, two sections of the recording were transcribed: the testing

rounds for the singulars, and the plural generations rounds. e recordings were

mated up with the intended responses as they appeared on the server log, and

wrien using a broad phonetic transcription.

For the testing rounds on the singulars, ea response was given a score. A perfect

score of 1 was given for a perfect recall of the expected form. Recalls with spirantized

labials were also accepted, i.e. avoʃ for aboʃ or afoz for apoz were also given a score
of 1. Pronunciations with an initial [h] (e.g. haboʃ for aboʃ ) were also considered
perfect and given a score of 1. Su pronunciations were considered to be within the

normal range of variation in Hebrew, and compatible with perfect memorization. A

¹⁶In pilots, participants over 30 were largely unable to perform minimal memorization, so 29 was

osen as a cut-off age for the current experiment.
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score of .5 was given to any response that deviated from the expected formminimally,

i.e. one feature on one segment (amik for amiɡ or apuz for apoz) or by transposition
of two consonants (asix for axis). A score of 0 was given to la of recall or to any

form that deviated from the expected form by more than one feature. is created a

memorization score for ea participant, on a scale of 0–20, quantifying their ability

to correctly recall the singulars of the artificial languages. Since the singulars in

both languages were the same, the memorization score is useful for controlling for

any differences between the two groups (see 4.5.2 below).

e rounds of plural generation were broadly transcribed, and the plural forms were

coded for their stem vowels and oice of plural affix. Most speakers produced full

sentences, as indicated in (41), and a few just provided the singular and the plural

without a frame sentence. No participant gave just plural forms without repeating

the singulars. All participants repeated the singular forms they heard essentially

perfectly, so no coding of the singulars was necessary (the one speaker who didn’t

was excluded). Speakers also had no trouble with reproducing the two consonants

of the singular in the plural form, so no coding of that aspect was necessary either.

Occasional initial [h]’s or the substitution of [e] for [a] in the initial syllable (habok-ot
or ebok-ot for the expected abok-ot) were considered to be within the normal range
of variation for Hebrew, and were not taken to be errors. On ea trial, a successful

vowel mapping was defined as a production of an [o] in the singular and an [i] in the

plural stem, or a production of an [i] in the singular and an [o] in the plural stem.¹⁷ A

successful plural allomorph selection was defined as one that mated the intended

generalization in the language the participant was taught, e.g. [-ot] for plurals stems

with [o] in the “surface” language. A trial was categorized as successful if it had a

successful vowel mapping and a successful oice of plural affix. With 20 trials ea,

participants were assigned a generalization score on a scale of 0–20.

¹⁷e term “success” is used here in its statistical sense, whi is judgement neutral, and simply

refers to one of two possible outcomes in a binomial experiment. In this sense, a heart-aa can also

be defined as a success.
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4.5 Results

As expected, the “surface” language participants generalized the intended paern

beer than the “deep” language participants. e table in (42) shows the proportion

of trials where participants successfully anged a singular [o] to [i] and vice versa,

and also selected the plural affix as expected in the language they were asked to learn.

e “surface” group was equally successful in both conditions, whereas the “deep”

group was worse at the ange from singular [i] to plural [o] than at the ange from

[o] to [i].

(42) “Surface” language “Deep” language difference

[o]→ [i] 55% 43% 12%

[i]→ [o] 54% 34% 20%

Total 54% 38% 16%

is section presents four aspects of the experimental results: §4.5.1 shows that the

participants in the “surface” language were more successful than the participants

in the “deep” language, with a particular disadvantage for the “deep” group in the

ange from [i] to [o], §4.5.2 shows that the two groups did not have significantly

different memorization scores, and that these scores correlate with the generalization

scores only in the “deep” group, §4.5.3 shows that speakers were biased towards using

[-im], proving that theywere influenced by real Hebrew in the experiment, and §4.5.4

shows thatmisperception of vowels wasmarginal in both groups, and cannot account

for the disadvantage of the “deep” group.

4.5.1 Generalization differences between the groups

e “surface” language participants were on average more successful than the “deep”

language participants at anging stem vowels from [i] to [o] and vice versa (55%

vs. 42% of the trials). Given a successful stem vowel ange, the “surface” language

participants were beer at selecting the appropriate plural affix (99% vs. 92%), as seen
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in (43). e “surface” language participants performed both of the required vowel

anges equally well, whereas the “deep” language participants were less successful

at anging [i] to [o] than [o] to [i].

(43)
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A by-subject analysis shows that the generalization scores for the “surface” language

participants (n = 30, mean = 10.9) were on average higher than the scores for the

“deep” language participants (n = 30, mean = 7.7). e generalization scores were

bi-modally distributed in both groups, as seen in (44), with 78% of the speakers

scoring either 0–5 or 18-20. In other words, most participants either did very poorly

or very well, with only a few participants in the middle.¹⁸ e “surface” group is

aracterized by a large number of participants at the higher end of the scale, with

a mode (the most frequent observation) of 20, while the participants in the “deep”

group are more heavily concentrated at the low end, with a mode of 5.

¹⁸at the generalization scores were not normally distributed was confirmed by Shapiro-Wilk

normality tests, both for the “surface” group (W = .799, p < .001) and for the “deep” group (W = .845,

p < .001).
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(44)
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We conjecture that the mode of the “deep” group at 5 is not entirely accidental, but

rather represents performance at ance level. A participant who noticed that only

two of Hebrew’s five vowels were used in the experiment has two stem vowels to

oose from and two plural suffixes to oose from. Random selection of those stem

vowels and affixes will have 50%×50% = 25% success rate, i.e. 5 trials out of 20.

e performance of the participants in the two groups cannot be compared with

statistical tests that assume a normal distribution, su as the t-test. erefore, the

data was transformed using a cut-off point. Participants who scored above the cut-off

point were given a score of 1, and the others were given a score of 0. e transformed

results were compared with Fisher’s exact test. At a cut-off point of 17, the difference

between the groups is significant (odds ratio 3.736, p < .05). e oice of 17 for the

cut-off point comes from the distribution of the generalization scores in the “surface”

group, where no participant scored in the 13–17 range, inclusive, suggesting that a

score of 18 or above is the minimum for being considered a good generalizer.

e by-item analysis also shows a significant difference in the performance of the

two groups. e art in (45) shows the number of participants who successfully

anged a stem vowel [i] in the singular to [o] in the plural and vice versa for ea

item, and the (equal or lower) number of participants who successfully anged the
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stem vowel and also ose the expected plural affix for the language they learned.

e differences between the groups are significant both for the stem vowel ange

only (paired t-test: t(19) = 7.36, p < .001) and for the combined stem vowel ange

and affix selection (paired t-test: t(19) = 9.25, p < .001).

e art in (45) also shows that given a successful stem vowel ange, the “surface”

language participants almost always selected the expected affix, as evidenced by

the nearly complete overlap of the two bla lines (paired t-test: t(19) = 1.83,

p > .05). e “deep” language participants, however, oen anged the stem vowel

successfully, but then failed to oose the expected affix, as evidenced by the two

distinct gray lines (paired t-test: t(19) = 6.19, p < .001).

(45) e number of participants who correctly anged stem vowels and ose

appropriate plural suffixes, by item
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A final thing to note about (45) is that the performance of the “surface” group

participants is equally good on the items that require the ange of [i] to [o] and

those that require the ange of [o] to [i] (t(17.67) = .268, p > .1), whereas the “deep”

group participants performed more poorly on the items that required the ange of

[i] to [o] (t(17.17) = 4.430, p < .001).
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e experimental results were analyzed with a mixed-effects logistic regression

model in R (R Development Core Team 2007) using the lmer function of the 4

paage, with participant and item¹⁹ as random effect variables. For ea trial,

the dependent binary variable total success was given a value of 1 for a successful

ange of stem vowel and a oice of the expected plural affix, and 0 otherwise.

e predictor of interest was the unordered two-level factor participant group with
the “surface” group as a base-line. In a simple model that had participant group
as its only predictor, participant group did not rea significance. Adding another

unordered two-level factor, singular vowel, with [i] as the baseline, and the group-

vowel interaction factor, shown in (46), made a significant improvement to the

model, as determined by an  model comparison (χ2(1) < .01).

(46) Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 0.754 0.724 1.04 0.298

group −1.869 1.011 −1.85 0.065

vowel 0.084 0.286 0.29 0.770

group:vowel 0.666 0.374 1.78 0.075

In (46), participant group has a negative coefficient, meaning that being in the

“deep” group was negatively correlated with successful stem vowel ange and

affix selection. is effect, however, only approaed the standard .05 significance

level. Additionally, the interaction effect has a positive coefficient, meaning that

in the “deep” group, the singular vowel [o] correlated with beer success than the

singular vowel [i], but this trend also only approaed significance. e model

¹⁹e {k,ɡ,x}-final items were conducive to beer performance in both groups and both vowel

mappings. is is not surprising, as dorsals are the consonants that ange most in response to

neighboring vowels, and hence make the learning of vowel-vowel relations easiest. When a two-level

predictor that contrasts dorsals and non-dorsals is added to the models in (46) and (47), it reaes high

significance, but the other parts of the models stay essentially unanged, and this place predictor has

no significant interactions with the other predictors in the models. Other place variables that were

tested (one contrasting coronals and non-coronals, one contrasting labials, coronals, and dorsals, and

one contrasting labials, dentals, pre-palatals, and dorsals) had even smaller effects. Since the place

effect did not interact with anything else in the experiment, it will not be discussed further.
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stays essentially unanged when validated with the pvals.fnc function from the

languageR paage (Baayen 2008). e rather modest p-values of this model are

clearly due to the bi-modal distribution of the participants’ performance, as seen in

(44), and evidenced in (46) by the large standard error of the participant group factor.

e participant group variable goes below the .05 threshold if participants are nested

under vowels, i.e. when ea participant’s responses to the [i] items and the [o] items

are separated. is allows for the participant group effect to emerge by eliminating
the ability to observe any vowel effect. e nested model, in (47), has item and

vowel:participant as random effect variables and participant group as a fixed effect
variable. In this model, being in the “deep” group is significantly less conducive to

success than being in the “surface” group. e model stays essentially unanged

when validated with pvals.fnc.

(47) Estimate SE z p

(Intercept) 0.754 0.566 1.332 0.183

group −1.846 0.792 −2.330 0.020

To summarize, the participants in the two groups behaved differently, with the

“surface” language participants performing beer than the “deep” language par-

ticipants. Additionally, the “deep” language participants were less successful at

anging singular [i] to [o] than vice versa. Statistical modeling of the difference

between the groups with a logistic regression proved allenging, no doubt due to

the bi-modal distribution of the data. While all the effects in the model in (46) were in

the right direction, they only approaed the .05 significance level. Finding a model

that brings out the difference between the groups below the .05 level, as in (47), was

done at the price of eliminating the vowel effect.

4.5.2 No memorization differences between the groups

Since the differences between the two languages are seen over two disjoint groups of

people, it could be argued that the participants who learned the “surface” language
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just happened to be more alert or motivated. While participants were assigned to the

two languages randomly to prevent su an effect, their memorization scores can also

show that there were no clear differences between the groups in this respect.

e two groups can be compared on their ability to memorize the singular nouns

in the initial part of the experiment, since participants in both groups performed

the same task in that stage. As seen in (48), speakers’ scores on the memorization

task are quite similar in both groups (“surface”: n = 30, mean = 9.12, SD = 4.23;

“deep”: n = 30, mean = 8.48, SD = 3.74). e scores are approximately normally

distributed in both groups,²⁰ and a t-test reveals that they are not significantly

different (t(57.14) = .61, p > .1). We can safely conclude that there are no significant

differences between the participants in the two groups in their ability to memorize

items (and by extension, in their general alertness and cognitive abilities), and that

any differences between the groups in their generalization abilities, as seen in (44),

mean that the two languages differ in their level of difficulty.

(48)
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Interestingly, the correlation between the participants memorization scores and

generalization scores is different in the two groups. In the art in (49), “surface”

²⁰A Shapiro-Wilk normality test on ea group reveals that the “surface” group is marginally

normally distributed (W = .92, p = .038), and the “deep” group is solidly normally distributed

(W = .98, p > .1).
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language participants are marked with “”, and the “deep” language participants are

marked with “”. A lile noise was added to reduce overlap between points.

(49)
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For ea group, a linear model was fied in R using the ols function of the

Design paage, with the generalization score as the dependent variable and the

memorization score as a predictor. In the “surface” group, the generalization score

could not be predicted from the memorization score (R² = .076, sequential :

F(1,28) = 6.49, p > .1), but in the “deep” group, the correlation was significant

(R² = .188, sequential : F(1,28) = 2.32, p < .05).²¹

²¹When both ols models were validated using the validate function of the Design paage (with

bootstrapping and the fast bawards algorithm), the R² of the “surface” group model was reduced

to zero, while about half of the R² of the “deep” group was retained. A further indication that

the memorization score is a good predictor of generalization ability for the participants in the

“deep” group but not for the participants in the “surface” group comes from the residuals of the ols
models. e residuals in the “deep” group were normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk normality test,

W = .964, p > .1), whereas the residuals in the “surface” group were bi-modally distributed (Shapiro-

Wilk normality test, W = .891, p < .005). Recall that the raw generalization scores are bi-modally

distributed in both group, so the memorization factor “explains” the bi-modality in the “deep” group,
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is difference between the groups is not surprising. e “surface” language was

predicted to be easy to learn, and indeed whether speakers have learned the language

successfully or not had lile to do with their ability to memorize arbitrary sound-

meaning pairings, or plausibly more generally, had lile to do with their relative

general alertness. e “deep” language was hard to learn, and participants who were

more generally alert learned it more successfully.

4.5.3 Bias towards [-im]

ere is good reason to believe that participants in this experiment were influenced

by their knowledge of real Hebrew in dealing with the two artificial languages.

e experimental stimuli were balanced between [-im] and [-ot], and indeed in order

to get a perfect generalization score of 20, participants had to oose [-im] exactly 10

times, and thus show no preference for [-im] over [-ot].

However, the words of the artificial languages were presented as masculine nouns,

as indicated by the adjectives and numerals that agreed with them in the various

frame sentences. Since masculine nouns in real Hebrew are heavily biased towards

[-im] , the influence of real Hebrew would bias speakers towards [-im] .

Indeed, the good generalizers (i.e. those who scored 18 and above) have their oices

of [-im] concentrated at 10, while the bad generalizers (i.e. those who scored 17 or

less) have their oices of [-im] concentrated above 10, as seen in (50).

but not in the “surface” group.
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(50)
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e number of [-im] oices for the good generalizers was not significantly different

from 10 (n = 18, mean = 9.83, Wilcoxon test with μ = 10, V < 100, p > .1). e bad

generalizers ose the masculine [-im] significantly more oen than the feminine

[-ot], showing that they treated the new words as masculine Hebrew nouns, and

extended the preference for [-im] from real Hebrew to the artificial nouns (n = 42,

mean = 11.64, Wilcoxon test with μ = 10, V > 670, p < .005). e oice of [-im]

comes out as significantly greater than 10 even when all participants are included

(n = 60, mean = 11.10, Wilcoxon test with μ = 10, V > 1200, p < .05).²²

4.5.4 Errors and vowel perception

Speakers who failed to ange stem vowels correctly from [i] to [o] or vice versa

usually le the stem vowel unanged. e distribution of trials with unanged

stem vowels is shown in (51), where ea column indicates the number of responses

with [-im] and the number of responses with [-ot] for ea unanged stem vowel.

²²Due to the large number of ties in the data, the Wilcoxon test returns p-values that vary from run

to run. To determine the reliability of the obtained p-values, the tests reported here were run 10,000
times, and the range of p-values was examined. e final p-value osen was the maximum of the

95% confidence interval for the obtained p-values.
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Mirroring the finding in (43) above, the “surface” group is seen to be more successful,

with only 43% of the trials leaving the stem vowel unanged, compared to 55% of

the trials in the “deep” group. Again, the “surface” group is equally successful with

either stem vowel, but the “deep” group leaves more [i]’s than [o]’s unanged.

e oice of plural affix mirrors the surface paerning of the plural training items,

in both groups. Recall that [-ot] showed up with plural [o] in the “surface” group and

with plural [i] in the deep group. is is reflected in (51), where [-ot] shows up more

frequently with an unanged plural [o] in the “surface” group and an unanged

plural [i] in the “deep” group.

It is instructive that the vast majority of unsuccessful trials, in both groups, leaves

the stem vowel unanged (94% and 95% of the unsuccessful trials, in the “surface”

group and “deep” group, respectively). is means that speakers had virtually no

difficulty in perceiving the stem vowels correctly in the singular and in the plural,

leading them to oose either [i] or [o] in the plural stem, but no other vowel.

In 34 trials (2.8% of the total number of trials), speakers made a spurious vowel

ange, i.e. the speakers realized that some vowel ange must be applied, but didn’t

ange an [i] to [o] or vice versa. At this rate, these are no more than experimental
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noise. Of the 60 participants, only 12 made spurious vowel anges (six from ea

group), and only six participants made a spurious vowel ange in more than one

trial (three from ea group). e most common spurious anges were to [u], whi

is the vowel that [o] is most likely to be misperceived as, with 12 trials anging [i]

to [u] and 7 trials anging [o] to [u], for a total of 19 trials, or a mere 1.6% of the

total number of trials.

4.5.5 Summary of the experimental results

In conclusion, we see that Hebrew speakers responded to the two languages in

very different ways: e “surface” language was significantly easier to generalize.

Generalization scores in both languages were bi-modally distributed, with speakers

who were good generalizers and speakers who were bad generalizers. A significantly

larger proportion of the speakers of the “surface” language were good generalizers

relative to the speakers of the “deep” language.

Speakers of the “surface” language were equally successful in anging [i] to [o] and

[o] to [i], while the “deep” language speakers were less successful with the [i] to

[o] ange relative to the [o] to [i] ange. In both groups, speakers perceived stem

vowels correctly the vast majority of the time, as evidenced by the small number of

trials with spurious vowel anges. e influence of real Hebrew on the artificial

languages was seen in the bias that speakers had towards selection of [-im].

5 Discussion and analysis

e experimental results show that in selecting plural allomorphs in Hebrew,

speakers make their decisions based on the surface form of plural nouns, not based

on their underlying form or their singular form. is section shows how the greater

success of the “surface” language participants follows naturally from the Optimality

eoretic analysis we offered for Hebrew in §3.
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5.1 e role of Universal Grammar in learning alternations

e participants in both languages had to learn the same two new vowel mappings,

from [o] to [i] and vice versa, with the difference being only in the selection of

the plural affix that accompanies the ange. And yet, the “suface” group performed

these mappings more successfully than the “deep” group”. Furthermore, the two stem

vowel mappings were done equally successfully in the “surface group”, but not in the

“deep” group. Without a proper theory of affix selection, it might be surprising that

a difference in affix selection between two languages is causing a difference in the

ability to perform stem vowel anges between the two languages. Recall, however,

that the analysis of Hebrew plural allomorphy in §3 relies on parallel evaluation of

the stem vowels and the plural affixes, and on L(o), a markedness constraint

that relates the oice of [o] in the stem and the vowel of the plural affix.

In the “surface” language, the introduction of an [o] into a plural stem was always

accompanied by the selection of [-ot], whi introduces a violation of ϕ-M, but

no violation of L(o). is can be seen in (52), where the first two candidates

represent a failure to ange [i] to [o] (with the plural stem vowel here assumed to be

floating, and hence protected by M(float), as in Wolf 2007),²³ and the second two

candidates represent a successful vowel ange. In the “deep” language, however, a

successful vowel ange was always accompanied by the selection of [-im], whi

introduces a violation of L(o). us, in the “surface” language, L(o)

allows the smooth alternation of [i] with [o] due to the selection of [-ot], whereas in

the “deep” language, the introduction of an [o] in a plural stem was accompanied by

a violation of L(o).

²³An alternative analysis that does not rely on floating segments would simply associate the plural

with a plain [o] and the ranking of O≫ AAR, as a mirror-image of Tagalog.
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(52)
aɡív + o + {im , ot} L(o) ϕ-M M(float)

a. aɡiv-ím *

b. aɡiv-ót * *

c. aɡov-ím *

d. aɡov-ót *

Nouns with [o] in the singular, as in (53), were expected to ange it to [i] and, in the

“surface” language, to select [-im]. In this case, leaving the singular [o] intact would

have created a violation of L(o), as in (53a), whereas the successful vowel

ange in (53c) is phonologically preferred. In the “deep” language, the ange of

[o] to [i] was accompanied by the selection of [-ot], whi introduces a violation of

ϕ-M, but not a violation of L(o).

(53)
abók + i + {im , ot} L(o) ϕ-M M(float)

a. abok-ím * *

b. abok-ót * *

c. abik-ím

d. abik-ót *

In both languages, then, the plurals introduce a violation of ϕ-M in one of the

vowel conditions. e difference between the two languages is in the treatment of

L(o): It is perfectly satisfied in the “surface” language, but violated in half of

the items of the “deep” language. e items that created a violation of L(o),

i.e. the [i] → [o] items of the “deep” language, are exactly the ones that speakers

did the worst on. e effect of ϕ-M was smaller, but also caused a noticeable
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disadvantage for the “deep” language in the [o]→ [i] items.

is analysis of the artificial languages provides a clear connection between the stem

vowelange and the plural affix selection: Once [-im] is osen, L(o) requires

the ange of stem [o] to [i] to avoid violation, and penalizes the ange of stem [i]

to [o]. Conversely, once [-ot] is osen, L(o) allows anging a stem vowel

from [i] to [o] with impunity, and offers no motivation to ange a stem [o] to [i].

As for finding a constraint ranking for the two languages, it again emerges that the

“surface” language is easier to analyze, and is thus expected to be easier to learn: In

the “surface” language, nouns that have an [o] in their plural stem always select [-ot],

so L(o) can be uniformly ranked over ϕ-M. Nouns that have [i] in their

plural stem always select [-im], whi is compatible with a uniform ranking of ϕ-

M over *σ́/H. Under this view, the “surface” language is just a simpler, more

extreme expression of actual Hebrew, modulo the unfamiliar stem vowel anges.

e ranking arguments in (54) give rise to the simple constraint ranking in (55), whi

can be successfully used to provide the correct oice of plural affix for the “surface”

language.

(54)
L(o) ϕ-M *σ́/H

a. aɡov-ót ≻ *aɡov-ím W L W

b. abik-ím ≻ *abik-ót W L

(55) L(o)≫ ϕ-M≫ *σ́/H

In the “deep” language, speakers cannot find a single constraint ranking for the

language that uses the markedness constraints that are active in the plural allomorph

selection of actual Hebrew. Since nouns with [i] in their plural stems always take

[-ot], a speaker could rank *σ́/H over ϕ-M, but that would entail selection of

[-ot] for all nouns, contrary to overt evidence. Nouns with [o] in their plural stems
always take [-im] in the “deep” language, whi would imply ranking ϕ-M
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over L(o). is ranking leaves L(o) completely inactive in the artificial

language, and aributes all of the ot-selection of the language to *σ́/H, contrary
to the situation in real Hebrew, where most ot-selection is due to L(o). e

ranking arguments for the “deep” language in (56) are inconsistent, but can give rise

to a grammar via constraint cloning, as shown in (57). e nouns that have a known

plural will be divided between two clones of *σ́/H (or equivalently, two clones of

ϕ-M).

(56)
*σ́/H ϕ-M L(o)

a. aɡov-ím ≻ *aɡov-ót L W L

b. abik-ót ≻ *abik-ím W L

(57) *σ́/H{aʃiv, axis, amiɡ, azix, adiʦ} ≫ ϕ-M

≫ *σ́/H{aɡof, apoz, aʦok, aboʃ, alod}, L(o)

While the grammar in (57) allows the participant to correctly select a plural affix once

they have heard the correct plural form, it does not allow them to generalize correctly

to forms that were only given in the singular. While the nouns with [i] and the nouns

with [o] are neatly divided between the clones of *σ́/H, they are listed under a

constraint that is indifferent to the vowel of the stem, and hence this neat division

cannot be reliably extended to novel items: e only constraint in this grammar that

refers to the vowel of the stem, L(o), is at the boom of the hierary. e

only way to access information about vowel quality in (57) is to look inside the lists

of items associated with clones of *σ́/H, whi is either costly or impossible, as

discussed in §3.2, and does not predict the “deep” group’s lower performance on the

[i] to [o] mapping.

It is worth mentioning a different approa to stem anges, where both allomorphs

of the stem are listed, as in (Kager 2009). While speakers can simply memorize the

different shapes of the stems in the training stage, when they hear both the singular
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and the plural, this strategy cannot extend to the plural generation stage. A speaker

who heard aɡív in the singular only, and has generated the plural aɡov-ót, must have
generated the stem aɡov- from the singular aɡív by anging the stem vowel; this is

a logical necessity.

It is important to note that a purely serial derivation, in whi the stem vowel is

anged first, and then independently a plural suffix is osen, cannot be maintained.

Recall that in both groups, speakers had to apply the exact same vowel mappings,

from [o] to [i] and from [i] to [o]. And yet, the speakers in the “surface” group were

more successful than the speakers in the “deep” group in applying the stem vowel

anges. A serial derivation that generates the ange of stem vowel independently

from the oice of plural allomorph makes the wrong prediction that the speakers in

the two groups will do equally well on the stem vowel anges (since those were the

same anges in both groups), and that the groups will only differ in the ability to

select the plural suffix allomorphs. To avoid making this prediction, a serial model

will have to have the ability to look ba at the stem vowel ange later in the

derivation, when it’s time to select a plural affix, or have the ability to assess the

harmony of the steps in the entire derivation, as e.g. in Wolf (2008).

is same objection applies to the devil’s advocate idea that the stem vowel anges

were somehow done “outside” the phonology, or even “outside” the grammar.

Any cognitive module that has the ability to ange the stem vowels outside the

phonology is le without an explanation for the differences in the groups’ ability to

apply the same stem vowel anges, unless this external module can interface with

the module that selects plural affixes. If both the stem vowel anges and the plural

affix selection are shunted off “outside” the phonology, the account is even worse,

since there are two reasons to think that the plural affixes were selected inside the

native Hebrew phonology: In trials that had no vowel ange, the affix selection was

product-oriented in both groups (see §4.5.4), as predicted by the OT account, and the

affix selection was biased towards [-im], a Hebrew-internal effect (see §4.5.3, §5.5).

A different analytic possibility that might be available to the participants in the

“deep” language is to use the OCP (Obligatory Contour Principle, Goldsmith 1976) to
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oose the plural allomorph that has a vowel that is not identical to the last vowel of

the root. AnOCP effect on vowels is observed in actual Hebrew inside roots. e data

in (58), from Bolozky & Beer (2006), shows Observed/Expected values for vowels

in native disyllabic roots, with actual counts in parentheses. e combination of two

[o]’s and the combination of two [i]’s (in boldface) are severely underrepresented.

(58) V1 \ V2 a e i o u

a (607) 1.77 (126) 0.48 (292) 2.55 (169) 1.57 (101) 0.31

e (129) 0.80 (353) 2.85 (30) 0.55 (39) 0.77 (49) 0.32

i (171) 0.43 (39) 0.13 (5) 0.04 (110) 0.89 (865) 2.28

o (103) 0.89 (297) 3.35 (22) 0.57 (10) 0.28 (1) 0.01

u (58) 1.14 (2) 0.05 (8) 0.47 (7) 0.44 (5) 0.10

Extending the effect of the OCP from roots to whole words would give the participant

a single grammar to derive the “deep” language. Using the OCP this way still makes

the “deep” language more different from actual Hebrew than the “surface” language:

In the “surface” language, the OCP is only active inside roots, like real Hebrew, while

the in “deep” language, the OCP needs to apply across morpheme boundaries, unlike

real Hebrew. Even with the OCP, then, the “deep” language is predicted to be harder

to learn than the “surface” language.

5.2 Stem anges and allomorph selection

A question remains about the meanism(s) that participants have used to apply

vowel anges to the noun stems (other than the options suggested in §5.1). Vowel

anges in paradigmatic relations are ubiquitous in Hebrew. In making verbs and

deverbal nouns, speakers of Hebrew are able to impose vowel mappings on words

regardless of the words’ input vowels. For example, the loanword lúp ‘loop’ can give
rise to the verb liplép ‘to loop’, with nothing le of the input’s [u]. For an OT-based

account of Hebrew vowel anges in verbs, see Ussishkin (2000). In nouns, however,

it’s less clear that Hebrew allows arbitrary vowel anges.
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e most common vowel ange in nouns involves an alternation between [e] and

[a], as inmélex ∼melaxím ‘king’. Other vowel alternations are mu less common,

su as the ange from [o] to [u] or from [o] to [a], as in (14) above. All vowel

anges, then, are limited to plausible phonologically-driven anges, with mid

vowels either rising to their corresponding high vowels or lowering to [a], both

of whi can be construed as vowel reduction. Excluding the anges that go

from various vowels to [a], no nouns involve a ange of vowel baness or vowel

rounding.

In the artificial languages, vowel anges involve baness and rounding that don’t

map onto [a], and thus represent a qualitative departure from real Hebrew. Since

seemingly arbitrary vowel mappings are allowed in verbs, however, there is reason

to believe that speakers did not go outside their grammatical system to learn the

mappings, but only outside their nominal system.

It should be noted that the stem vowelanges createdwhat amounts to an “exange

rule” inside the stem. Exange rules are impossible as pure phonological operations

in Optimalityeory (Moreton 2004, see also Wolf 2007). Classic examples of ange

rules were contested, su as the Taiwanese tone circle (Myers & Tsay 2002; Myers

2006; Zhang et al. 2006) and DhoLuo voicing (Bye 2006; Pulleyblank 2006; Baerman

2007; Trommer 2007), though see Wolfe (1970); Vaux et al. (2004). However, since

it is widely accepted that exange rules are possible morphological operations, this

should not be a concern for the interpretation of the artificial languages, where the

stem vowel anges are part of the plural morphology.

Another perspective on the difference between the two artificial languages is offered

by the phonological cycle (Chomsky & Halle 1968; Kiparsky 2000). If the theory

allows the vowel ange to apply independently of the addition of the plural affix,

then the “surface” language applies the vowelange first and thenooses the plural

affix to go with the anged vowel, while the “deep” language selects the plural affix

first, and thenanges the stem vowel. e “deep” language, under this view, renders

the effect of L(o) opaque, since the vowels it operates over are no longer in

the surface representation. In a version of Optimality eory where morphological
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and phonological operations apply one at a time, as in Wolf (2008), both languages

respect L(o), but the “deep” language does so opaquely. Are opaque languages

inherently more difficult to learn than transparent languages? e answer to that

is not entirely clear; some interesting directions were explored in Elinger (2009).

Most known cases of opacity in the world languages, if not all, are historically

innovative, suggesting that even if speakers might be biased against opacity, this

bias can certainly be overcome. Additionally, ildren innovate opaque interactions

that don’t exist in the adult language they’re learning (Smith 1973; Jesney 2007). On

the other hand, transparent paerns seem to dominate in the world languages, whi

could be due to their ease of learning (Kiparsky 1973; Baković 2007). Even if the only

difference between the two artificial languages is the transparency of the paern, it’s

not clear that the difference in difficulty that participants had is predicted.

ere is reason to believe, however, that Hebrew speakers would not allow the vowel

ange to apply independently of the affix selection. Semantically, the vowelanges

and plural affixes were associated with a single unit of meaning, namely, plurality.

Even if a single morpheme is expressed in two different ways, it’s hard to see how

the two anges could apply in two different levels of the cycle. Furthermore, vowel

anges alone never mark plurality in actual Hebrew. Ea and every plural noun in

real Hebrew is marked with either [-im] or [-ot], regardless of any vowel ange.

is is different from the situation in Arabic, where vowel anges in the stem

and concatenated plural suffixes are in complementary distribution, and ea mark

plurality separately.²⁴

If it is agreed that both the vowel ange and the plural affix selection must happen

at the same level in the cycle, then the theory of allomorph selection in Paster (2006)

makes the surprising prediction that it’s the “deep” language that would be the more

natural one for speakers. In this theory, allomorph selection is only allowed to refer

to the shape that a stem has in the input to the current level in the cycle. In the

²⁴In paradigms of the Arabic broken plural su aswaziːr ∼ wuzaraːʔ ‘minister’, it is plausible that
-aːʔ is a suffix, but it never marks the plural on its own; it always accompanies a vowel ange that

marks the plural. In contrast, the plural suffixes -uːna and -aːt, as in kaːtib ∼ kaːtib-uːna ‘writer’,

always mark the plural on their own, and are never accompanied by a vowel ange.
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“deep” langage, then, the plural allomorphs harmonize with the vowel of the singular,

while in the “surface” language, the plural allomorphs are osen to go against the

phonologically preferred paern.

5.3 e limited role of phonotactics

e present analysis of the experimental results relies on the activity of two marked-

ness constraints that are quite specific and typologically-supported: L(o),

whi penalizes unstressed [o]’s unless followed by a stressed [o], and *σ́/H,

whi penalizes stressed high vowels. Our analysis predicts that the “surface”

language would be easier to learn than the “deep” language. One could argue,

however, that the preference for the “surface” language should be stated in mu

more general terms, as a simple reflection of Hebrew phonotactics. In this section

we show that a simple projection of Hebrew phonotactics predicts that the “surface”

language is actually harder than the “deep” language.

Looking at the aested vowel combinations in the singular forms of Hebrew shows a

preference for non-identical vowels. e table in (59) shows counts from Bolozky &

Beer (2006) for all singular native nouns that contain the relevant vowel sequences

and counts for native masculine disyllabic nouns only. Both counts show that

disharmonic vowel sequences are more frequent than harmonic ones (see also 58

above).

(59) Vowel combination All singulars Di-syllabic masculines

i-o 286 107

o-i 132 8

i-i 126 2

o-o 21 8

Perhaps counts of vowel combinations in plural nouns are more relevant for

comparing preferences that speakers make in the plurals of the artificial languages.
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e table in (60) gives the counts for plurals by the final vowel of their stem, broken

down by gender.

(60) Stem-affix combination Masculine Feminine Total

…i-ot 6 1070 1076

…o-im 527 5 532

…i-im 437 7 444

…o-ot 147 178 325

e totals in (60) again show a preference for disharmonic vowel sequences over

harmonic ones, so if speakers are thought to select plural suffixes based on phono-

tactic considerations, the “deep” language is predicted to be easier than the “surface”

language, contrary to fact. Even considering the masculine nouns alone makes the

same wrong prediction: Since [-im] is the most frequently used affixwith either stem

vowel, participants would be predicted to prefer the selection of [-im] aer any stem

vowel, whereas in fact, speaker preferred [-im] only with a stem [i].

e experimental results cannot be reduced, then, to a mere preference for vowel

paerns that are frequent in Hebrew, since speakers actively prefer the artificial

language paerns that are less frequent phonotactically. Yet frequency data from

real Hebrew is not ignored in the task, as it is manifested in the bias towards

[-im] (see §4.5.3, §5.5). In our interpretation of the results, speakers analyze the

artificial languages in terms of constraints that are active in real Hebrew. A simple

projection of the phonotactics of real Hebrew onto the artificial languages, without

the mediation of a grammar, makes the wrong prediction.

5.4 Learning without product-oriented generalizations

e two languages taught in this experiment were formally equally complex. e

singulars and the plural stems were identical in both, and the oice of plural suffix

was completely predictable from the shape of either the singular stem or the plural
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stem. A learner who uses a simple information-theortic approa should find the

two languages equally hard to learn, unlike humans, who find the “surface” language

easier.

e results are allenging for a source-oriented model of phonology, su as the

Minimal Generalization Learner (MGL, Albright & Hayes 2002, 2003, 2006). In

the MGL, the selection of the affixes is relativized to observed anges between

paradigmatically related forms. In the case of Hebrew, the MGL would identify two

anges: going from nothing to [im] and going from nothing to [ot]. ese anges

compete for the real words of Hebrew, so the addition of [im] would mis-fire with

an ot-taker, and vice versa. is is why eaange is associated with a success rate,

whi is the number of words it derives correctly divided by the number of words

it can apply to. Simplifying the MGL results greatly, its analysis of Hebrew is seen

in (61).²⁵ e addition of [im] at the end of the word has a high success rate, since

most masculine nouns are im-takers. e addition of [ot] at the end of just any word

would have a low success rate, but the addition of [ot] to a word that ends in [o]

followed by a consonant would have a reasonably high success rate.

(61) ange environment success rate

Ø→ [im] / # ∼97%
Ø→ [ot] / # ∼3%
Ø→ [ot] / o C # ∼30%

²⁵e actual output of the MGL contains hundreds of rules, and requires some interpretation. For

instance, the MGL rules don’t abstract over the root-final consonants directly, as shown simplistically

in (61). Rather, the MGL creates rules that refer to ea individual segment, and then gradually

abstracts from them using natural classes. e picture in (61) also abstracts away from cases of vowel

deletion, whi cause the MGL to identify a ange that is wider than the simple addition of [im] or

[ot]: For example, in zanáv ∼ znavót ‘tail’, the ange is from [anáv] to [navót], and the suffix [ot]

is not analyzed separately from the deletion of the root vowel.

e MGL simulation reported here was given the masculine native nouns from Bolozky & Beer

(2006) as input, with a simple SPE-style segmental feature table. e results were then applied to a

list of disyllabic novel words that varied their last vowel and consonant.
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e MGL result is impressive in that it manages to extract a set of generalizations

from the rather complex raw data: It identifies the suffixes, and it identifies the kind

of nouns that take them. In this model, however, the similarity between the suffixes

and their environment is accidental: It learns nothing about vowel harmony, and

could equally well learn a language, Hebrew′, where oosing [-ot] is correlated

with any other phonological property of the root.

When the MGL is applied to the two artifical languages, it identifies two anges in

ea language, as shown in (62). e two anges have a success rate of 100% in the

two languages, since the plural allomorph selection is completely regular. Crucially,

these four anges are not aested in real Hebrew at all, so the two languages are

equally different from real Hebrew, and are thus predicted to be equally easy or

equally hard for native speakers. Due to the vowel ange in the stem, the MGL can

no longer separate the suffixes [im] and [ot] from the stem.

(62) “surface” language “deep” language

o C→ [i C im] o C→ [i C ot]

i C→ [o C ot] i C→ [o C im]

Albright & Hayes (2003) recognized this aspect of the MGL in its treatment of the

vowel anges in the English past tense. English speakers use the vowel [oʊ] (as

in drove, rode) to form the past tense of novel verbs, regardless of the vowel in the

present tense. In real English, only the four vowels [aɪ, eɪ, iː, uː] ange to [oʊ] in

the past,²⁶ but speakers identify [oʊ] as a good marker of the past tense with lile

regard for what the present tense vowel is, and extend the use of [oʊ] to unaested

vowel mappings (while still preferring mappings that resemble existing mappings).

Albright & Hayes (2003) point out that a model of human behavior must include the

ability to state generalizations about derived forms separately from the bases they

are derived from. We claim that the use of markedness constraints, as proposed here,

is suitable for doing just that.

²⁶Examples: drive ∼ drove, break ∼ broke, freeze ∼ froze, andoose ∼ ose.
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While the MGL is probably the best concrete, working source-oriented learner on the

market, one could imagine a more abstract view of source-oriented learning. e

devil’s advocate could say that the participants in the artificial languages learned

differently complex pluralization processes: In the “surface” language, the processes

are /i/→ /o ot/ and /o/→ /i im/, and in the “deep” language, they are /i/→ /o im/

and /o/→ /i ot/. If the repeating vowels in the affixes of the “surface” language

are easier to learn (perhaps by collapsing them to one vowel in the underlying

representation), that could explain the differences between the languages in a source-

oriented way. is account, while viable in principle, can hardly account for the

specifics of the experimental results, where the /i/→ /o im/ ange was harder

to generalize than the /o/→ /i ot/ ange. Furthermore, it is not clear that any

existing theory on the market uses source-oriented meanisms to account for the

preference for phonologically simple affixes; rather, phonological simplicity is driven

by markedness pressures on outputs.

5.5 e role of the grammar of real Hebrew

e participants’ responses in the experiment make it clear that they identified the

plural affixes of the artificial languagewith the plural affixes of actual Hebrew. All the

plural forms that participants produced contained a well-formed plural affix, either

[-im] or [-ot].²⁷ Furthermore, speakers were quite successful at recognizing that the

oice of affix depends on the vowels of the root, but except for one speaker, they

never selected the vowels of the plural suffix independently of its consonants, but

rather treated them as two whole units, [-im] and [-ot], just like in real Hebrew.

Whenever the participants produced plural forms, either repeating forms they have

heard or generating plurals that they haven’t heard, they pronounced them all with

final stress without fail. is indicates that the nouns of the artificial languages were

not accepted as just any nouns of Hebrew, but more specifically as native nouns of

²⁷A single participant offered the following four paradigms: amóv ∼ amivít, aɡív ∼ aɡivít, atóx
∼ atixít, and aʃóʦ ∼ axiʃóʦ. e rest of this participant’s responses were unremarkable, with either

[-im] or [-ot] in them.
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Hebrew. With loanwords, plurals are formed without moving the stress away from

the root, so a pluralized loanword will never surface with final stress.²⁸ Another

aspect of the stimuli that helped make them acceptable as native nouns was their di-

syllabicity. In a pilot study that had mono-syllabic stimuli (e.g. ɡóf instead of aɡóf ),
some participants generated plurals with stress on the stem, marking their treatment

as loanword. In other words, participants engaged their Hebrew phonology in

assigning stress to the plurals they generated; they did not simply “repeat” the stress

they heard on the training items.

Finally, the preference for [-im] over [-ot] in the experiment, as discussed in §4.5.3,

is the clearest indication that participants accepted the artificial nouns as nouns of

Hebrew, and that frequency effects from real Hebrew influenced the participants’

behavior. In the artificial languages, [-im] and [-ot] were equally represented, so

the higher frequency of [-im] responses must be aributed to the influence of real

Hebrew. It is very likely that speakers accepted the artificial nouns as masculine,

especially given the numerals and adjectives that agreed in gender with those nouns

in the various frame sentences. However, [-im] is more frequent than [-ot] in real

Hebrew overall (since masculine nouns are more than twice as common as feminine

nouns), so speakers can show a bias for [-im] even if they ignore the cues for

masculine gender in the experiment.

e bias for [-im] is le unexplained in “task-specific” interpretations of the experi-

mental results. If participants were using some Hebrew-external, or ever language-

external strategy in learning the artificial language they were faced with, they would

have no access to the bias for [-im] in Hebrew.

²⁸Some nouns that are etymologically borrowed were fully nativized and now get final stress in the

plural, e.g. balon-ím ‘baloon’. ese nouns are all di-syllabic, just like the majority of native Hebrew

nouns (Beer 2003).
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5.6 Source-oriented generalizations?

e aim of this work is to highlight the importance of product-oriented general-

izations in phonology, yet it is obviously still the case the languages have source-

oriented generalizations. Even the Hebrew plural affix, whi we have shown to

be subject to a product-oriented generalization, is also subject to a source-oriented

generalization: Loanwords that end in [a] in the singular invariably take the plural

[-ot], regardless of their gender, as noted in (3-4) and (18) above. In other words,

the oice of plural affix must also be sensitive to some aspect of the input to the

derivation.

In Optimality eory, there are two ways in whi an output can be sensitive to

the input: (a) e activity of faithfulness constraints can force identity between an

input and an output, and (b) some meanism of opacity can give rise to structure

that depends phonologically on some aspect of the input, e.g. in the Tiberian Hebrew

/deʃʔ/→ [deʃe], the second [e] in the output is not present due to faithfulness, but its

presence depends on the presence of the gloal stop in the input (McCarthy 2007).

e source-oriented selection of the plural affix in loanwords can be due to faithful-

ness, if one accepts Faust’s (2008) analysis in whi the plural affix [-ot] phonolog-

ically contains the feminine suffix [-a]. e alternative proposed in (18) is that an

unstressed final [a] is more aggressively parsed as a feminine suffix than a stressed

final [a], in whi case it is the morphological structure imposed on the input that is

determining the selection of [-ot].

6 Conclusions

is paper examined the distribution of the two plural suffixes [-im] and [-ot]

on Hebrew nouns. e lexicon study showed a connection between having [o]

in the root and a preference for selecting [-ot], a preference that speakers extend

productively to novel nouns. We offered an OT-based analysis of plural allomorph

selection in Hebrew, whi relied on a meanism of constraint cloning to build
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lexical trends into the grammar, and project those trends onto novel nouns. In the

analysis, allomorph selection was understood to be without faithfulness cost, and

therefore only markedness constraints were involved.

Since markedness constraints only assess output forms, they have no access to

underlying representations or to paradigmatically related forms. In deriving Hebrew

plurals, the selection of [-ot] is predicted to correlate with the presence of [o] in

the plural stem, regardless of the vowels of the singular. Since in real Hebrew, the

presence of [o] in a plural stem always corresponds to the presence of [o] in the

singular, the prediction cannot be tested on the real words of the language.

To test whether the selection of the plural affix is sensitive to the vowels of the input

or the vowels of the output, we created a pair of artificial languages, where a singular

[i] alternates with a plural [o] and vice versa. In one language, the selection of [-ot]

correlated with the presence of [o] in the plural stem, and in the other language,

the selection of [-ot] correlated with the presence of [o] in the singular stem. As

predicted, speakers were significantly more successful at generalizing the language

where the selection of [-ot] correlated with the presence of [o] in the plural stem.

e artificial languages were designed and presented as languages that are just like

real Hebrew, with the only difference being the vowel anges from [o] to [i] and

vice versa, whi don’t occur in real Hebrew. To insure that singulars and plurals are

correctly paired, participants never heard or produced a plural form without hearing

or producing its singular in the same trial. Indeed, the experimental results show that

the participants accepted the artificial nouns as native masculine nouns of Hebrew,

evidenced by their generation of plural forms with final stress and a bias towards

[-im].

e prediction of the markedness-based analysis, whi favors the language that

pairs [-ot] with plural [o]’s, was contrasted with an MGL-based analysis (Albright

& Hayes 2002, 2003, 2006), whi predicts that the two languages would be equally

different from Hebrew, and thus equally difficult for Hebrew speakers. e point is

applicable more generally to any analysis that relies on source-oriented meanisms:

since the two artificial languages are formally equally complex, with the same
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amount of information in them, there is no a priori reason to prefer generalizations

about output forms over generalizations about input forms. Additionally, we have

shown that the experimental results cannot be reduced to a mere phonotactic

preference, since the phonotactics of real Hebrew prefer the pairing of non-identical

vowels over identical vowels.

In real Hebrew, the connection between [o] in the stem and the selection of [-ot]

is equally reliable when stated over singulars or over plurals: One can say that

singulars with [o] oen oose [-ot], or one can say that plural stems with [o] oen

oose [-ot]. And yet, the results of the artificial language experiment show that

speakers are biased to oose the plural-based interpretation over the singular-based

interpretation, even in the absence of evidence for this bias in the language. is bias

follows naturally from the analysis we offer, whi aributes allomorph selection to

the activity of universal markedness constraints, as is standardly assumed in the OT

literature.
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